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ABSTRACT
Objective Studying vertebral bone loss in radiographic 
axial spondyloarthritis (r- axSpA) has been challenging due 
to ectopic bone formation. We cross- sectionally analysed 
low- dose CT (ldCT) trabecular bone density Hounsfield 
units (HU) measurements and calculated inter- reader 
reliability at the vertebral level in patients with r- axSpA.
Methods LdCT scans of 50 patients with r- axSpA from 
the sensitive imaging in ankylosing spondylitis study, a 
multicentre 2- year prospective cohort were included. 
Trabecular bone HU taken from a region of interest at 
the centre of each vertebra (C3- L5) were independently 
assessed by two trained readers. HU mean (SD), and range 
were provided at the vertebral level, for each reader and 
centre separately. Inter- reader reliability and agreement 
were assessed using intraclass correlation coefficients 
(ICC; single measurements, absolute agreement, two- way 
mixed effects models); smallest detectable difference and 
Bland- Altman plots.
Results Overall, 1100 vertebrae were assessed by 
each reader. HU values decreased from cranial to caudal 
vertebrae. For readers 1 and 2 respectively, the highest 
mean (SD) HU value was obtained at C3 (354(106) and 
355(108)), and the lowest at L3 (153(65) and 150 (65)). 
Inter- reader reliability was excellent (ICC(2,1):0.89 to 
1.00). SDD varied from 4 to 8. For most vertebrae, reader 
1 scored somewhat higher than reader 2 (mean difference 
of scores ranging from −0.6 to 2.9 HU). Bland- Altman plots 
showed homoscedasticity.
Conclusion LdCT measurement of HU is a feasible 
method to assess vertebral bone density in r- axSpA 
with excellent inter- reader reliability from C3 to L5. 
These results warrant further validation and longitudinal 
assessment of reliability.

INTRODUCTION
Radiographic axial spondyloarthritis 
(r- axSpA), traditionally known as ankylosing 
spondylitis, is a chronic inflammatory disease 
affecting the spine and sacroiliac joints.1 Bone 
disease in r- axSpA is a complex phenomenon 

in which bone formation and bone loss para-
doxically coexist, both contributing to the 
morbidity of the disease.2

Studying bone disease in r- axSpA, and 
particularly bone loss, has been proved chal-
lenging due to imaging limitations.3 4 The 
most appropriate and valid method to assess 
bone mineral density (BMD) in patients with 
r- axSpA is still unclear.3 Dual- energy X- ray 
absorptiometry (DXA) is considered an accu-
rate, repeatable and quantitative 2D method 
to assess BMD at the spine and hip, with 
a low dose up to less than 1 μSv.5 Notwith-
standing, new bone formation and aberrant 

WHAT IS KNOWN ABOUT THIS SUBJECT?
 ⇒ Studying vertebral bone loss in radiographic axial 
spondyloarthritis (r- axSpA) has been proved chal-
lenging due to imaging limitations.

 ⇒ Low- dose CT (ldCT) allows the whole spine assess-
ment with acceptable levels of radiation exposure 
and avoiding ectopic bone formation; however, the 
use of ldCT for the assessment of vertebral bone 
loss in r- axSpA has never been studied.

WHAT DOES THIS STUDY ADD?
 ⇒ The ldCT measurement of Hounsfield units (HU) is 
a feasible method for assessing bone density at the 
vertebral level in patients with r- axSpA, lower values 
of HU representing a lower ldCT attenuation and, 
therefore, less- dense bones.

 ⇒ Inter- reader reliability and agreement of HU mea-
surements on ldCT was good to excellent, at the 
vertebral level, from C3 to L5.

HOW MIGHT THIS IMPACT ON CLINICAL 
PRACTICE OR FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS?

 ⇒ LdCT vertebral HU (continuous score) may be used 
as a surrogate for bone density and aid the future 
research into bone loss throughout the whole spine.  on M
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hyperostosis may artificially increase BMD of the spine.3 
New imaging techniques for measuring BMD at the verte-
bral level have emerged in the past years.6 Quantitative 
CT, a 3D technique, has been shown to estimate trabec-
ular vertebral BMD avoiding the ectopic osteoprolifera-
tive changes.6 7 However, QTC requires special settings 
for imaging acquisition, with high ionising radiation 
exposure.8 Therefore, studies included only a few verte-
brae mainly at the lumbar spine.9 10 The use of ldCT to 
study bone loss in r- axSpA has not been evaluated in the 
literature.

Assessing local bone quality on CT scans with 
Hounsfield units (HU) quantification is being increas-
ingly reported. HU allow for the assessment of tissue 
density on CT, based on a defined scale of zero for water 
and −1000 for air. The upper HU limits can reach more 
than 3000 for metals like steel or silver, while bone typi-
cally ranges from 300 up to 2000 HU for dense bones 
like cochlea.11 Modern imaging software programmes 
allow HU to be calculated from a region of interest on CT 
scans without any additional cost or radiation exposure. 
Several studies opportunistically assessed vertebral HU 
in trauma patients, general population or patients with 
CT scans performed for other reasons,11–16 including 
the lumbar spine in patients with r- axSpA.10 Correla-
tions between HU and BMD (as measured by DXA) have 
been established, and normative data have been defined 
throughout the spine.11 14 However, the thorough assess-
ment of HU from the cervical to the lumbar spine has 
never been made, mainly due to high radiation exposure 
issues.

Low- dose CT (ldCT), using acceptable levels of 
ionising radiation exposure (as low as 1.4 mSv for whole 
spine ldCT), has been hypothesised as the ideal imaging 
technique to study bone changes in r- axSpA.3 17 18 Major 
advances in the understanding of new bone formation in 
r- axSpA have been accomplished using ldCT scans of the 
whole spine. New bone formation in the spine of patients 
with r- axSpA can be reliably assessed using CT Syndesmo-
phyte Score on ldCT with high sensitivity for syndesmo-
phyte formation.19 20 Another advantage of using ldCT 
scans is that, as in conventional CT scans, vertebral HU 
can potentially be measured.14

In the present study, we aimed to cross- sectionally 
describe the ldCT measurements of HU, as a surrogate 
for bone density, and their inter- reader reliability at the 
vertebral level from C3 to L5 in patients with r- axSpA.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Study design and study population
This was a cross- sectional study using data from patients 
with r- axSpA included in the sensitive imaging in anky-
losing spondylitis (SIAS) cohort. SIAS was a multicentre 
2- year prospective cohort, including 60 patients with 
r- axSpA from two centres: Leiden, the Netherlands and, 
Herne, Germany. The main purpose of this cohort was 
to assess the role of new sensitive imaging techniques in 

r- axSpA. Patients were consecutively included according 
to the following criteria (recruitment period from 2010 
to 2012): age ≥18 years; a diagnosis of r- axSpA, fulfilling 
the modified New York criteria21; 1–18 syndesmophytes 
(maximum of 75% of the possible sites) visible on lateral 
cervical and lumbar spine conventional radiographs 
and ≥1 inflammatory lesion on short tau inversion 
recovery MRI of the whole spine. Clinical and spine MRI 
data were obtained at baseline, 1 and 2 years, while ldCT 
scans of the whole spine were performed at baseline and 
after 2 years of follow- up. For the present study, a sample 
of 50 baseline ldCT scans was used, according to a sample 
size calculation focused on the reliability and consid-
ering an intra- class correlation coefficient (ICC) of ≥0.80 
as acceptable.22 The sample size calculation details and 
respective formula are provided in online supplemental 
text S1.

HU imaging assessments
LdCT imaging acquisition using automatic exposure 
control calibration was performed in both centres in 
accordance with a standardised protocol. In Leiden, the 
ldCT scanner used was a Aquilion 64 (Toshiba Medical 
Systems), while, in Herne, a Somatom Emotion 16 
(Siemens) was used; the effective dose estimates for the 
whole spine were 3.8 (2.6) mSv and 4.7 (2.4) mSv per 
ldCT, respectively. The differences in ionising radiation 
exposure between 16- slice and 64- slice scanners, for a 
similar- sized patient (ie, CTDIvol), were approximately 
10%, the 64- slice scanner involving less ionising radiation 
exposure. Differences between the radiation doses of the 
two scanners may be explained not only by the scanner 
settings and performance, but also by the area scanned 
(greater on the 16- slice scanner).

Vertebral ldCT HU (continuous score for the whole 
vertebra) were independently assessed at the vertebral 
level from C3 to L5 by two trained readers (a radiolo-
gist and a rheumatologist) using OsiriX software (v6.5.1). 
A recent methodology validated in trauma patients was 
adapted in an iterative process for the whole spine.14 
Briefly, using a three- dimensional curved- multiplanar 
reconstruction (3D Curved- MPR), each vertebral level 
was identified on a sagittal plane. Vertebral HU measure-
ments were taken from a reconstructed cross- sectional 
slice positioned at the centre of the vertebra. The mean 
HU value obtained at each vertebra corresponded to the 
average image density within a selected region of interest 
avoiding the peripheral bone. A detailed description is 
provided in figure 1.

Statistical analysis
Baseline data were analysed at the vertebral level. The 
entire spine was analysed (C3- L5; 22 vertebrae per 
patient), which allowed using a maximum of 1100 verte-
brae in 50 patients. Mean (SD) and range for HU were 
provided at the vertebral level, for each of the readers 
and for each centre separately (Leiden vs Herne). The 
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number and type of incident density abnormalities or 
artefacts were also described.

Reliability and agreement of HU measurements at the vertebral 
level
Inter- reader reliability and agreement were assessed 
at the vertebral level. ICCs single measurements, abso-
lute agreement were used, applying two- way mixed 
effect models.23 The reader was defined as fixed (only 
applicable to the readers of the present study and not 
aiming at generalising the results to other studies), and 
the patients/vertebral levels were defined as random. 
Agreement was assessed using Bland- Altman plots and 
the smallest detectable difference (SDD=1.96 × SDdiffer-
ence /(√k)). SDdifference is the SD of the differences in 
status scores between two readers and k is the number of 
readers (n=2).24

Intra- reader reliability was assessed in a 20% random 
sample (n=10 patients; n=220 vertebrae). Reader one 
reassessed the ldCT scans in a different session at least 
1 week after the first assessment. Two- way mixed effects 
models, absolute agreement, were used to compute ICCs. 
Agreement was assessed using Bland- Altman plots and 
SDD. The SDD formula was the same as above, though 
the SDdifference is the SD of the differences in status 
scores between the two assessments performed by the 

same reader, and the K stands for the number of assess-
ments (k=2).

Statistical analyses were performed using STATA soft-
ware V.14.0.

RESULTS
Whole spine ldCT scans from 50 patients with r- axSpA 
(mean (SD) age of 49 (10) years; 43 (86%) male and 42 
(84%) HLA- B27 positive) were included – 26 of them 
from Leiden, and 24 from Herne. Detailed information 
regarding demographic and clinical characteristics of 
the included patients is provided in online supplemental 
table S1.

Of the 1100 vertebrae, 1053 (96%) could be assessed 
for HU measurements. Severe ankylosis precluded the 
assessment of a maximum of 47 vertebrae (most of them 
(n=30) at the cervical spine). In total, 220 cervical, 588 
thoracic and 245 lumbar vertebrae were assessed by each 
reader.

The HU values decreased from cranial to caudal 
vertebrae. The gradient of decreasing values from the 
cervical to the lumbar vertebrae is shown in table 1. For 
both readers, the highest mean (SD) value for HU was 
obtained at C3 (354 (106) and 355 (108) for readers 
1 and 2, respectively), and the lowest at L3 (153 (65) 
and 150 (65) for reader 1 and 2, respectively). Remark-
ably, when analysing the results separately for the two 
centres included in this study (Leiden vs Herne), the 
same gradient and similar HU values were observed 
throughout the spine—online supplemental table S2.

Only 7% of the vertebrae (n=72) were reported by at 
least one of the readers as having density abnormalities 
or artefacts that affect the HU measurement. The most 
frequent artefact was the presence of sclerotic changes 
affecting the vertebral body (n=31, 43%). Photon starva-
tion artefact was reported as the second most common 
limitation to the HU measurement (n=18, 25%), typical 
at the shoulder level. No osteosynthesis material or other 
visible foreign material were detected in the assessed 
vertebrae. A detailed description of the total artefacts 
at the vertebral level is provided in online supplemental 
table S3.

Reliability and agreement of HU measurements at the 
vertebral level
Inter- reader reliability was shown to be excellent, with 
ICCs ranging from 0.90 to 1.00 in the cervical spine; 
0.97 to 1.00 in the thoracic spine; and 0.89 to 0.94 in 
the lumbar spine (table 1). SDD varied, throughout the 
whole spine, from 4 to 8. A small degree of systematic 
error was observed between the two readers, that is, for 
most vertebrae, reader 1 scored somewhat higher than 
reader 2 (mean difference of scores ranging from −0.6 
HU to 2.9 HU). Bland- Altman plots showed homoscedas-
ticity throughout the whole spine. Representative exam-
ples from vertebrae of each segment of the spine (C3, 
T1 and L1) are presented in figure 2. The Bland- Altman 

Figure 1 Methodology of Hounsfield Units (HU) 
measurement. (A) Using a three- dimensional curved- 
multiplanar reconstruction (3D Curved- MPR) the curve of 
the spine adjacent to the spinal canal was selected. (B) On 
the obtained sagittal image, the individual vertebral levels 
were identified. The software automatically displays three 
lines of reference (yellow lines A, B and C). At each vertebral 
level, two lines of reference were manually positioned at the 
superior (yellow line A) and inferior (yellow line C) limits of 
the vertebra. Equidistant to A and C, the yellow line B was 
automatically placed by the software at the centre of the 
vertebral body. (C) Vertebral HU measurements were taken 
from a single reconstructed cross- sectional slice positioned 
at the centre of the vertebra (at the level of the yellow line 
B). (D) A centred region of interest (ROI) was manually 
selected, having a diameter equal to 75% of the average of 
anteroposterior and transverse diameters. The density of the 
vertebra was displayed by the software as the average image 
intensity within the sample region, reported in HU.
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plots for all the other vertebral levels are provided in 
online supplemental figures S1- S19.

Intra- reader reliability was also excellent. Descriptive 
statistics for the HU repeated measurements, ICCs and 
SDD are provided for each vertebra in online supple-
mental table S4. ICCs varied from 0.92 to 1.00, while 
SDD ranged from 2 to 6 throughout the spine. Bland- 
Altman plots showed homoscedastic scatter throughout 
the spine, with mean differences of the two assessments 
close to zero HU – representative examples are given in 
online supplemental figure S20.

DISCUSSION
In this study, we cross- sectionally tested a methodology 
for assessing bone density of the whole spine in patients 
with r- axSpA, using vertebral HU measured on ldCT 
scans. HU measurements were proven to be feasible with 
excellent inter- reader reliability at the vertebral level, 
from C3 to L5.

Table 1 Descriptive statistics of Hounsfield units (HU) values according to the measurements of readers 1 and 2, inter- reader 
reliability and agreement for each vertebral level

Vertebra

Reader 1—HU values Reader 2—HU values

ICC† SDD‡Mean (SD) Range Mean (SD) Range

C3 354 (106) 162–643 355 (108) 158–647 0.98 6

C4 350 (113) 119–661 350 (113) 122–668 1.00 5

C5 333 (109) 83–601 333 (109) 88–605 0.90 6

C6 290 (88) 82–481 289 (88) 83–479 1.00 5

C7 271 (83) 79–447 270 (82) 81–440 1.00 7

T1 229 (86) 69–431 224 (87) 67–426 1.00 6

T2 246 (59) 55–382 240 (58) 57–384 0.99 6

T3 230 (71) 88–402 223 (69) 90–407 0.99 6

T4 222 (69) 41–333 210 (66) 43–335 0.99 5

T5 208 (56) 59–369 204 (57) 53–362 0.98 4

T6 205 (63) 31–319 194 (63) 32–312 0.98 5

T7 198 (78) −9 to 353 187 (74) −10 to 359 0.99 5

T8 185 (68) 7–299 177 (65) 3–306 0.99 7

T9 194 (72) −15 to 307 181 (69) −17 to 304 0.99 6

T10 194 (73) 18–375 181 (71) 23–372 0.99 5

T11 176 (60) 29–305 168 (60) 30–302 0.97 5

T12 177 (62) 28–367 166 (58) 23–372 0.97 6

L1 165 (55) 11–325 162 (54) 6–317 0.89 8

L2 158 (51) −13 to 258 153 (51) −9 to 253 0.94 4

L3 154 (65) −37 to 345 150 (65) −34 to 346 0.89 8

L4 163 (84) −35 to 459 156 (82) −37 to 461 0.91 7

L5 159 (65) −12 to 292 158 (63) −8 to 286 0.90 8

*Cervical spine values are based on a total of 44 vertebrae scored at each level (C3–C7) by both readers. The values for thoracic and lumbar 
spine are based on a total of 50 and 49 vertebrae scored at each level (T1 to L5) by readers 1 and 2, respectively.
†Two- way mixed effects method, single measurements, absolute agreement.
‡SDD=1.96 × SDdifference /(√k); SDdifference is the SD of the differences in status scores between two readers; k is the number of readers (n=2).
HU, Hounsfield Units; ICC, intraclass correlation coefficients; SDD, smallest detectable difference.

Figure 2 Bland- Altman plots for representative examples 
from vertebrae of each segment of the spine: C3, T1, and L1. 
The scatter of differences is homoscedastic. HU, Hounsfield 
Units.
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LdCT HU values were higher in the cervical verte-
brae and decreased throughout the spine, with the 
lowest values obtained for the lumbar vertebrae. Lower 
HU values represent a lower ldCT attenuation. Thus, 
less- dense bones will likely have lower HU values. The 
gradient of HU is also in line with previous results in 
different populations (trauma patients or general popu-
lation),14 15 25 and with findings in histomorphometry 
analysis of intervertebral variation in trabecular microar-
chitecture throughout the normal spine.26 The analysis 
of excised vertebral bodies of the complete spine (C3 to 
L5) in 26 autopsy cases revealed a significant interver-
tebral variation of trabecular microarchitecture.26 The 
density of the trabecular structure of cervical vertebrae 
was shown to be much higher than that of thoracic and 
lumbar vertebrae.26 Remarkably, the structural differ-
ences between lumbar spine at one end and cervical spine 
on the other end of the spine were shown to increase 
with age, bone mass decreasing faster caudally than crani-
ally within spinal vertebrae.26 The rationale behind these 
differences, although poorly studied, might be due to 
the high dynamic forces of which cervical vertebrae are 
exposed to because of their mobility and small size.26

Notwithstanding, in the present study, the vertebral 
HU values for patients with r- axSpA were on average, and 
for all spinal segments, lower than what was previously 
presented in stratified data for similar age and gender 
general populations.14 15 25 These results may indicate that, 
in r- axSpA, bone loss is likely locally present throughout 
the whole spine and not predominantly in the lumbar 
spine, the latter more consistent with biological systemic 
bone loss. Although data in other fields suggested that 
low- dose and standard CT scans yield equivalent HU 
measurements,27 caution is needed when comparing HU 
measured by different CT techniques.

Negative HU values were observed in seven vertebrae, 
corresponding to two patients in which medullar fat infil-
tration was present. These vertebrae likely do not have a 
major influence on the lower mean HU values. On the 
contrary, sclerotic lesions, were rather more frequent 
throughout the spine and could have slightly falsely 
increased the HU. In the current analysis, we decided not 
to exclude vertebrae with artefacts, as those are relevant 
for the reliability analysis.

A recent meta- analysis tested the diagnostic accuracy of 
HU on CT scans relative to DXA for the diagnosis of oste-
oporosis in spine surgery populations.28 In patients with 
mean age around 60 years or more, a threshold of 135 HU 
(or below) to diagnose lumbar osteoporosis was proposed. 
Notwithstanding, a large heterogeneity between studies 
was observed warranting caution in the interpretation of 
these results. In the present study, and differently from 
previous studies,11–15 25 we aimed at assessing bone loss 
as a local phenomenon, at the vertebral level, and not as 
systemic bone loss. Thus, the validation of this technique 
against a gold standard for the diagnosis of osteoporosis, 
namely DXA, was not within our aims. Indeed, in SIAS 
cohort, in which syndesmophytes are largely prevalent 

at baseline,19 using DXA as a gold standard for osteopo-
rosis (bone loss) definitions imposes caution.3 4 Bone loss 
would expectedly be underreported in DXA measure-
ments and the correlation between DXA BMD and ldCT 
HU would, by concept, be inaccurate. Combining QTC 
with ldCT may be a potential way for future validation of 
these results.3 8

In our study, while inter- reader ICC values were excel-
lent (ICC:0.89 to 1.00), these values may be spuriously 
high due to the large spread of the HU values. There-
fore, besides ICCs, Bland- Altman plots, and SDD, are 
important to take into consideration. Bland- Altman plots 
were homoscedastic, with mean differences of the two 
readers’ scores close to zero HU. Moreover, SDD values, 
which ranged between 4 and 8, were relatively small in 
comparison to the full range of HU values. Intra- reader 
reliability and agreement (although assessed in a small 
sample) were excellent. Taken together, these results 
encourage the future use of ldCT HU measurements 
to aid the research of bone loss as a local pathological 
phenomenon in patients with r- axSpA.

This study has several strengths. First, the use of a tech-
nique which allows the comprehensive assessment of the 
whole spine using low ionising radiation exposure (the 
effective dose estimates were around 4 to 5 mSV per ldCT 
in SIAS,19 but are currently estimated to be as low as 1.4 
to 1.7 mSV per ldCT using technical optimisation in the 
64- slice scanners), without noticeable imaging quality 
loss. The use of automatic exposure control as a calibra-
tion method to produce identical imaging quality, may 
have resulted in more accurate HU values of the targeted 
tissue than the traditionally used phantom calibration.11 29 
Also, the measurement of HU within the trabecular bone, 
avoided artificially increased values due to peripheral 
ectopic bone formation. This technique was shown to 
have excellent agreement and inter- reader reliability 
as assessed by a comprehensive statistical methodology, 
being feasible and easy to be applied by others than radiol-
ogists within a limited number of hours of training. The 
multiplanar nature of ldCT assessments allow increasing 
accuracy and repeatability of HU measurements in a 
specific region of interest even in patients with severe 
kyphosis when compared with anteroposterior DXA 
measurements. Despite the use of different CT scanners 
(16- and 64- slice CT), the HU values in the reconstructed 
images for each vertebral level were within similar ranges 
for both centres. The latter adds to the generalisability 
of our findings and may imply less concerns regarding 
previously reported issues in matching automatic expo-
sure control parameters among scanners from different 
CT manufacturers.29 However, short- and long- term 
precisions are important, particularly, in a method which 
uses reconstructed images in different equipment. The 
use of patients with r- axSpA recruited in different coun-
tries (the Netherlands and Germany) adds to the external 
validity of the present results.

The present study is not without limitations. Our meth-
odology for HU assessment included only one slice at 
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a given vertebra, which does not fully account for the 
heterogeneity of the trabecular bone.11 Notwithstanding, 
iterations of our methodology were performed according 
to that described by Schreiber et al,11 and the average HU 
of several slices from the same vertebra were not signifi-
cantly different from the HU obtained for one slice 
only.14 Thus, and given the comprehensive assessment 
of 22 vertebrae per patient, we opted for the less time- 
consuming methodology. LdCT artefacts can affect HU 
measurements. Notwithstanding, photon starvation and 
beam- hardening artefacts, that correspond to the pres-
ence of streaks and dark bands generated by the shoulder 
girdles, leading to falsely lowered HU measurements, 
could likely be prevented, or later corrected in the recon-
struction process.30 Some of the limitations affecting HU 
measurement are incidental findings such as haemangi-
omas or bone islands.

In summary, the newly adapted and reliable assessment 
of ldCT vertebral HU can, as a surrogate of bone density, 
aid the study of bone disease throughout the whole 
spine in r- axSpA without the well- known limitations of 
DXA,3 4 and with a lower radiation exposure relatively to 
CT scans.19 These results warrant further validation and 
longitudinal assessment of reliability.
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